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GNS3 Network Simulation GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Acquire a comprehensive knowledge of the GNS3 graphical network simulator, using it to prototype your network without the need for physical routers


	Overview

	
		Develop your knowledge for Cisco certification (CCNA, CCNP, CCIE), using GNS3
	
		Install GNS3 successfully on Windows, Linux, or OS...
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Web Penetration Testing with Kali LinuxPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to implementing penetration testing strategies on websites, web applications, and standard web protocols with Kali Linux


	Overview

	
		Learn key reconnaissance concepts needed as a penetration tester
	
		Attack and exploit key features, authentication, and sessions on web...
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Reporting with Visual Studio and Crystal ReportsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create a reporting application from scratch using Visual Studio and Crystal Reports


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide that goes beyond theory, letting you get hand-on experience
	
		Utilize a dataset and table adapter as data sources for your report
	
		Learn how to add reports to forms...
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Learning DHTMLX Suite UIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create your first single-page JavaScript application using multiple DHTMLX components and a touch of HTML5


	Overview

	
		Learn how to install and use DHTMLX methods and events
	
		Store data in HTML5 local storage
	
		Learn how to develop a client-side application using DHTMLX and browser...
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OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to successfully set up and manage your OpenStack cloud environments with complete coverage of Nova, Swift, Keystone, Glance, Horizon, Neutron, and Cinder


	Overview

	
		Updated for OpenStack Grizzly
	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage all of the OpenStack core projects...
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Apache Maven Dependency ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Manage your Java and JEE project dependencies with ease with this hands-on guide to Maven


	Overview

	
		Improve your productivity by efficiently managing dependencies.
	
		Learn how to detect and fix dependency conflicts
	
		Learn how to share transitive relations and to visualize your...
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Learning Game Physics with Bullet Physics and OpenGLPackt Publishing, 2013

	Practical 3D physics simulation experience with modern feature-rich graphics and physics APIs


	Overview

	
		Create your own physics simulations and understand the various design concepts of modern games
	
		Build a real-time complete game application, implementing 3D graphics and physics entirely...
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Image Processing with ImageJPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover the incredible possibilities of ImageJ, from basic image processing to macro and plugin development


	Overview

	
		Learn how to process digital images using ImageJ and deal with a variety of formats and dimensions, including 4D images
	
		Understand what histograms, region of interest, or...
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Mastering ElasticSearchPackt Publishing, 2013

	Extend your knowledge on ElasticSearch, and querying and data handling, along with its internal workings


	Overview

	
		Learn about Apache Lucene and ElasticSearch design and architecture to fully understand how this great search engine works
	
		Design, configure, and distribute your index, coupled...
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Creating Mobile Apps with Appcelerator TitaniumPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop fully-featured mobile applications using a hands-on approach, and get inspired to develop more


	Overview

	
		Walk through the development of ten different mobile applications by leveraging your existing knowledge of JavaScript
	
		Allows anyone familiar with some Object-oriented Programming...
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Mobile First Design with HTML5 and CSS3Packt Publishing, 2013

	Roll out rock-solid, responsive, mobile first designs quickly and reliably


	Overview

	
		Make websites that will look great and be usable on almost any device that displays web pages.
	
		Learn best practices for responsive design
	
		Discover how to make designs that will be lean and...
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Getting Started with OpenCart Module DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Master your OpenCart modules and code!


	Overview

	
		Learn how to clone OpenCart modules
	
		Develop and customize modules, pages, order totals, payments, and shipping extensions in OpenCart
	
		Understand the Global Library methods used in OpenCart



	In Detail
...
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